Better completion of fragmentary river networks with the induced terrain approach by using known non-river locations
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Abstract. We improve the precision of our induced terrain approach for completing fragmentary river networks by incorporating known non-river location data. First, we reconstruct a terrain with known terrain attributes, and then we derive a network passing through all the segments using a river derivation scheme. The original implementation honors height samples and hydrological consistency constraints, which raises the reliability of the reconnected networks in addressing transportation problems. However, we still observe a few wrong reconnections, which pass through areas which are clearly known to have no water flow. To force the river to avoid those places, we opt for raising their heights to a level unreachable by any water in the known river locations instead of modifying the river derivation scheme. While effective in boosting accuracy by around 5 percentage points, this alternative makes it simple to switch between river derivation schemes with different execution speeds and hydrographical consistency constraints.
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1 Motivation

The hydrography network is essential for cross-terrain transportation issues such as ship routing, pollutant monitoring and flood plain control. Since they can cover a wide area within a short time, aerial surveys are now the main source of hydrography network data on Earth, and can be expected to remain so for the respective data on other planets. Very often, the extraction of river networks from such survey data involves a classification of terrain features according to multispectral data collected from the spatial locations. In a few locations, due to view obstacles such as canopies and clouds, we fail to detect any signal. Even at other locations, we may not know a river’s presence for certain [17]. To avoid false positives, the classification result is usually a disconnected network containing gaps. Such an outcome is not a problem if other surveys are conducted to obtain the missing data, or ample time is provided to complete the reconnections manually. Otherwise (such as the real-time monitoring of a large quantity of
data for potentially changing hydrography in a tropical rain forest), automatic bridging of those fragmentary river segments is needed.

This paper extends our automatic reconnection solution called the *induced terrain approach* [7]. As the overview in Section 2 will reveal, this approach reconnects the segments in a way that honors both given height samples and hydrological consistency. Despite their great influence on the network topology, they are not fully considered by conventional geometry-based approaches [11,12,15,17]. We observe that our original induced terrain approach has yet made complete use of the terrain feature classification data: The reconstructed river network passes through a few locations which have been identified as non-river features. This is obviously not right. Eliminating those situations raises the probability that the correct reconnections will be made and thus improves accuracy. In Section 3, we will illustrate how this problem can be fixed with our induced terrain approach, before we conclude our paper in Section 4.

## 2 Induced terrain approach

### 2.1 Structure reconstruction

Our induced terrain approach starts with reconstructing a full height grid $Z$ according to the given river locations and other additional terrain attributes. We emphasize the use of available height samples because the topological relationship among neighbors determines how water is routed: water flows to its lower neighbors. A hill sitting between two river segments could act as an obstacle to block water from one segment to flow to another segment. These height samples are often available in airborne surveys using the Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology. We previously found that with sparsely and evenly distributed height samples, such as those from closed-canopy forests [4], we may first reconstruct a preliminary terrain from the given partial heights with natural neighbor interpolation (NN) [14]. We then lower the heights of given river locations by a trench amount, a technique known as stream burning (SB) [5], to help those river locations trap water there.

### 2.2 Information derivation

To reconnect the segments, we compute a river network from the above reconstructed terrain using a *river derivation algorithm*. Such a river derivation algorithm first computes the water flow directions of all the terrain locations based on their heights, and then finds the amount of water passing through each cell from those directions. In our induced terrain approach, this step is *biased*: Instead of giving all locations with the same amount of initial water, we offer each given river location an initial water amount that is exactly the critical amount (accumulation cutoff) to make sure that each location has sufficient water to be identified as river locations. Meanwhile, all other locations are allocated zero initial water. They have to receive water from the given river locations for river...
flow. Furthermore, we protect the given river locations from being trimmed away in the final river thinning process. This ensures that the resulting river network passes through, and hence reconnects, the entire given river locations.

The use of a river derivation algorithm helps enforce hydrological consistency in the reconnected river network. Hydrological consistency refers to the set of global constraints we expect on the complete river network. Similar to the completion of road networks, these global restrictions help eliminate invalid reconnections and thus give way to the correct ones [16]. One common constraint governs how water is routed away from sinks. A class of river derivation algorithms, such as \texttt{r.watershed} [2] available in GRASS GIS, assign flow directions such that water flows “uphill” and escapes the sink by following a least-cost path [10]. Some others, such as \texttt{Terraflow} [1], choose to fill all sinks by flooding so that every cell can then be assigned flow directions without routing water uphill [6]. Another common constraint determines whether the network should consist of a number of tree branching structures. For example, the single-flow direction (SFD) version of \texttt{r.watershed} guarantees every location is assigned a single direction to route its water to a terrain edge or a sink in a loop-free manner. If one wishes to have a river network with loop, he may opt for the multiple-flow direction (MFD) version of \texttt{r.watershed}, which allows distribution of water from a river location to two or more neighbors and hence river branching. It is still an active topic to develop faster river derivation schemes that satisfy different sets of hydrological consistency constraints [8,9].

3 Known non-river locations

In the terrain feature classification step, we may have identified locations that are clearly land features. We then do not expect a river to flow through them. If any reconnection segment occupies those regions, we can tell immediately that there is something wrong with it. Consider the terrain and its hydrography shown in Figure 1, left. In the middle of the same figure, we have a snapshot of the given river locations and the respective reconnections using our original induced terrain approach. Note the reconnection segment at (30, 35). We can say it is incorrect as it passes through a region that has been identified to have no river flow. We should figure out some way to avoid those situations, in order to increase the chance for the actual reconnection to be picked up and hence raise overall accuracy.

3.1 Method 1: modify the river derivation scheme

Our ultimate goal is to block water from flowing into those known non-river locations. The most direct way to achieve that purpose is to ask the river derivation scheme to ignore those non-river locations: They should not accept any water inflow and should not give water away to the others. A few river derivation schemes have already provided such options for users. For instance, in \texttt{r.watershed}, one can specify those locations with its \texttt{blocking} option.
3.2 Method 2: modifying the induced terrain

However, there can be a few problems if the above method is not readily available in the implementations provided: The source code may not be available, and even if one has the code, understanding and modifying the source code could take considerable time. With the induced terrain approach, we have the alternative of modifying the induced terrain: we raise the heights of those known non-river locations by the maximum height found in the reconstructed terrain before feeding it to the information derivation step. Suppose that the original reconstructed height of the location \((i, j)\) is \(z_{i,j}\), its height after the process, \(z'_{i,j}\), is given by the following formula.

\[
z'_{i,j} = \begin{cases} z_{i,j} + \text{MAXZ} + \Delta & \text{if it is a known non-river location} \\ z_{i,j} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

In the above, \(\text{MAXZ}\) is the maximum height in the original elevation grid \(Z\), and \(\Delta\) is a small positive value to avoid ties. Since now those given non-river locations are extra high, water at the given river locations will find a way that passes through the other locations instead to drain their water away in order to avoid the large cost.

3.3 Evaluation

Our test datasets consist of twelve 400 × 400 DEMs extracted from two SRTM1 cells and two SRTM3 cells. We obtain the ground-truth eight-connected river network by running run \texttt{r.watershed} with accumulation cutoff threshold = 200 and initial water amount at each location = 1 over these twelve DEMs. We derive the full river networks with complete elevation data since we need the accurate ground-truth river networks for comparison with the reconnection results. Real partial observations rely on humans to complete the missing parts, which may mean errors.
We prepare two sets of observed river locations. Set 1 attempts to mimic the situations with rather regularly distributed obstacles (such as cumulus clouds [13]). We first divide the whole grid into $20 \times 20$ subgrids. In each subgrid, we randomly pick a point and mask an area of $12 \times 12$ around it. Set 2 simulates clouds that exhibit spatial autocorrelation. We use the diamond square algorithm [3] to generate fractal cloud patterns that cover at least 30% of the total area.

Correct adjacent segment reconnection is chosen as the evaluation criterion. It calculates the proportion of river segments that are connected back to their respective adjacent downstream segments. Table 1 shows the segment reconnection results. No degradation is observed. The mean improvements to the regularly-spaced obstacles and spatially autocorrelated obstacles are 6.01% and 3.84% respectively, and they are all statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-river locations used?</th>
<th>Set 1 Regularly spaced</th>
<th>Set 2 Spatially autocorrelated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill1</td>
<td>83.98%</td>
<td>89.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill2</td>
<td>83.98%</td>
<td>88.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill3</td>
<td>58.45%</td>
<td>76.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill4</td>
<td>78.10%</td>
<td>86.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill5</td>
<td>87.04%</td>
<td>89.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill6</td>
<td>85.16%</td>
<td>94.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtn1</td>
<td>91.25%</td>
<td>94.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtn2</td>
<td>95.13%</td>
<td>98.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtn3</td>
<td>91.96%</td>
<td>95.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtn4</td>
<td>79.59%</td>
<td>88.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtn5</td>
<td>93.44%</td>
<td>96.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtn6</td>
<td>92.77%</td>
<td>95.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean improvement</td>
<td>6.01%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% confidence interval min</td>
<td>3.51%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% confidence interval max</td>
<td>8.50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Correct adjacent segment reconnection rates of different DEMs, with and without the use of known non-river location data.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents one of our approaches for extending the induced terrain approach for completing fragmentary river networks. In particular, we have discussed how known non-river locations may be used. The crux is to block any water inflow in those locations, so they will never become parts of the river network. New river derivation schemes are coming out from time to time for improved speed and different hydrological consistency constraint enforcement, and it could be hard to modify the respective implementations. In case the scheme so picked does not allow such modifications to be done readily, in the induced terrain approach one can alternatively raise the heights of known non-river locations above the maximum height found in the terrain. This simple yet effective practice achieves around 5 percentage points of improvement. (This research was partially supported by NSF grants CMMI-0835762 and IIS-1117277)
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